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ABSTRACT 
We study singularly perturbed linear programs. These 
are parametric linear programs whose constraints be- 
come linearly dependent when the perturbation pa- 
rameter goes to zero. Problems like that were stud- 
ied by Jeroslow in 1970’s. He proposed simplex-like 
method, which works over the field of rational func- 
tions. Here we develop an alternative asymptotic 
simplex method based on Laurent series expansions. 
This approach appears to  be more computationally 
efficient. In addition, we point out several possible 
generalizations of our method and provide new sim- 
ple updating formulae for the perturbed solution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies parametric linear programs with 
coefficient matrices that depend 
parameter E : 
m${ .(E).} 
subject to : 
A(&). = b(&), x 
. -  
on a small positive 
(1) 
where x is n x 1 - vector, C ( E )  is 1 x n - vector, b(E) 
is m x 1 - vector and A(&) is m x n - matrix. The 
parameter E will be called a perturbation parameter. 
In this paper we are interested in the determination 
of an asymptotically optimal solution. Namely, 
Definition 1 The  set of basic indices B is said to  be 
asymptotically optimal (or shortly a-optimal) f o r  the 
perturbed linear program ( l ) ,  (2), i f  it is optimal fo r  
the linear program ( l ) ,  (2) with any particular fixed 
E E ( O , S ] ,  where E > 0. 
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The effect of perturbations (for small values of E )  
can be either small or large. The mathematical rea- 
sons for this difference underlie the classification of 
problems into either regular or singular perturbation 
problems. More precisely, we say that the pertur- 
bation is regular, if for any basis set B the inverse 
of basis matrix A i l ( 0 )  exists whenever AB1(&) ex- 
ists for E > 0 and sufficiently small. Otherwise, the 
perturbation is said to be singular. 
It was shown [19] that an a-optimal solution of the 
regularly perturbed LP is always the optimal solution 
of the original unperturbed LP. However, in the case 
of singular perturbations it is often not true. Let us 
demonstrate this phenomenon with the help of the 
following elegant example [19] 
subject to 
(3) 
2 1  +x2 = 1, 
( 1 + E ) X ~ + ( 1 + 2 E ) x 2 = 1 + & ,  
2 1  2 0, x2 2 0 .  
It is obvious that the system of constraints (3) has the 
unique feasible solution z; (E)  = l ,z;(e) = 0, when 
E > 0. Of course, this is also an optimal solution if E 
is not equal to zero. However, the optimal solution of 
the original (E = 0) problem is 2; = 0 , ~ ;  = 1, which 
is not anywhere near the previous solution. Thus we 
can see that in the singularly perturbed linear pro- 
grams the gap between the solution of the original 
problem and lime+o x* ( E )  may arise. 
Note that most papers on sensitivity analysis and 
parametric programming (e.g. see [4, 7, 81) concern 
the perturbation of the objective function and the 
right hand side. Past researches on the perturba- 
tion of the entire coefficient matrix are quite limited. 
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Moreover, practically all authors restrict themselvea 
to  the case of regular perturbations. Jeroslow [12, 131 
was, perhaps, the first who studied the general case. 
He considered the elements of matrices A(€) ,  b(E) and 
C ( E )  as arbitrary rational functions. To deal with such 
perturbed LPs, Jeroslow [12, 131 proposed simplex- 
like method which works directly over the field of 
rational functions. The main disadvantage of this 
method is that the polynomials involved in calcula- 
tion can have a high degree. For instance, the inver- 
sion of a basis matrix takes O(m410g(m) )  flops [9]. It 
can be shown that Jeroslow's method can be viewed 
as an instance of a more general theory of extending 
algorithms for parametric problems (see Eaves and 
Rothblum [3]). Another application of this genera,l 
theory would be a method which works in the field 
of series expansions. We will call this method the 
asymptotic simplex method. It uses only initial terms 
of asymptotic expansions and hence can significant1 y 
reduce computational effort. The basic idea of this 
asymptotic simplex method was given by Pervozvan- 
skii and Gaitsgory [19]. However they imposed some 
strong restrictions. For example, it was required that 
the inverse of the perturbed basis matrix has a pole 
of order one at the singular point E = 0. Later Lam- 
ond [14] proposed a method for the expansion of the 
inverse of the basis matrix which demands O(sm3) 
flops, where S is the maximal order of poles of the ba.- 
sis matrices. Huang [ll] improved further the expan- 
sion of the perturbed basis matrix by proposing an al- 
gorithm which demands only O(m3) flops. In another 
paper Lamond [15] proposed to update the asymp- 
totic expansion for the inverse of the perturbed basis 
matrix rather then to compute it anew. However, his 
approach applies only to some particular cases, thak 
is when the inverse of the perturbed basis matrix has 
the pole of order one. This updating procedure de- 
mands O(m2) operations, which is comparable with 
the standard simplex method. In this paper we pro- 
pose an updating procedure which deals with the gen- 
eral case and demands only O(sm2). Moreover, our 
procedure is simpler than the inversion technique of 
Huang [ll] and the updating algorithm of Lamond 
[15]. It is based on the elegant recurrent formulae of 
Langenhop [16] and Schweitzer and Stewart [20]. 
The above mentioned authors [19, 14, 15,111 who 
worked on the asymptotic simplex method restrict 
consideration to  the most common and natural type 
of perturbation, namely, they consider the case of a 
linear perturbation 
subject to 
We also present our method in this linear setting. 
However, in contrast to  the other papers, our method 
can be readily generalized to the case of polynomial 
perturbations [5]. 
Finally, we would like to  note that this paper rep- 
resents an extended abstract for IDC'99 symposium. 
For all detailed proofs and extensive discussions an 
interested reader is referred to  the full version [5] of 
the present paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The asymptotic simplex method is based on power 
series expansions and the concept of lexicographical 
ordering. Therefore we first review some basic results 
on those topics. 
Lemma 1 Let analytic functions a ( € )  and b(E) be 
represented by the power series U(€) = &tu(t)+8+1a(t+1)+ 
..., a(t)  # 0 and b ( ~ )  = ~ q b ( q )  +&'J+lb(q+l) + ..., b(Q) # 0 
respectively. Then the division of these analytic func- 
tions can be also expressed as a power series (for suf- 
ficiently small E )  
(6 )  
whose coeficients are calculated by the recurrent for- 
mula 
k-1 
~ ( k )  = [,(t+k) - b(q+k-i) c (i) ] / b ( q ) ,  k = 0 ,1 ,2  ,... . 
i=O 
(7) 
PROOF: See the book of Markushevich [18]. 
Definition 2 A vector a (possibly infinite) i s  called 
lexicographically nonnegative, written a 0, zf the 
first nonzero element ( i f  any) in a is positive, and a 
is  called lexicographically positive, written a + 0, i f  
a 0 and a # 0.  For two vectors a and b we say 
that a is lexicographically greater (strictly) than b, i f  
a - b k O  ( a - b + 0 ) .  
Suppose that we have an analytic functions g(E) 
which can be expanded as a Laurent series at E = 0 
with the finite singular part 
Then we construct from the coefficients of the above 
series the infinite vector 
It is easy to  see that g(E)  > 0 for E sufficiently small 
and positive w y + 0. Moreover, if g(E) is a rational 
function then only a finite number of elements in y 
needs to be checked. 
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Lemma 2 Suppose C ( E )  = a(E)/b(E) is a rational 
function with the degrees of the polynomials U(&) and 
b(E) being m and n, respectively. Then  the function 
C ( E )  can be expanded as Q Laurent series 
an some punctured neighbourhood of zero with the or- 
der of pole s that is at most n. Moreover, i f  c(-') = 
c ( - ~ + ~ )  = ... = dm) = 0, then C ( E )  E 0.  
problem. The first solution is t o  compute the singu- 
lar part and the first regular coefficient of asymptotic 
expansion (8) by using methods of [l, 10, 11, 14, 201. 
The other solution is t o  start the asymptotic simplex 
method with an analog of phase 1 method [17]. In 
the later case the computation of Laurent series (8) 
is very simple, since it does not have a singular part. 
Moreover, if we use the phase 1 method, we need not 
be concerned about the choice of appropriate basic 
feasible solution. 
3. THE ASYMPTOTIC SIMPLEX 
METHOD 
PROOF: See papers of Lamond [14, 151 and Huang 
Recall that all quantities of the classical revised 
i111. 
simp1ex method [2, 17i depend On the inverse basis 
matrix Ai1* In the perturbed case it is necessary to In this section we present the asymptotic simplex method for obtaining an a-optimal solution to the 
perturbed linear program (4),(5). 
First we introduce some rather mild assumptions. 
Let M ( E )  denote the feasible region of (4),(5) and 
realise that the analogous matrix AB1 ( E )  is a Laurent 
series whose structure and coefficients determine the 
asymptotic behaviour, as E + 0. In particular, 
M ( 0 )  be the feasible region of the unperturbed prob- 1 1 
ES E (8)  lem. 
AB1(&) = -Ed-") + ... + -I$-') + ~ ( 0 )  + _.. 
If AB(&) becomes singular at E = 0, then the above 
series will have a pole of order s at E = 0 and will 
contain a nontrivial singular part; defined by 
Assumption 1 The region M ( 0 )  is  bounded. 
The above assumption ensures that basic feasible 
solutions of the perturbed program (4),(5) can be ex- 
A;(,) = -B(-') 1 + ... + -B(-') 1 (9) panded as Taylor series [5]. 
€8 E 
Assumption 2 The perturbed problem is non-degene- 
rate, namely, every element of the basic feasible vector 
Z B ( E )  = A ~ ' ( E ) ~ ( E ) , E   (0,5] is  positive. 
Similarly, a regular part of ( 8 )  is defined by 
A;(&) = B(O) + E B ( ~ )  + ... (10) 
Clearly, if AS(&) # 0 and E is small then standard 
simplex operations could result in unstable behaviour. 
The methods developed in this paper overcome this 
difficulty by working with the coefficients of (8). 
At first sight it might appear that computations 
involving the series expansion (8) would be too dif- 
ficult. Fortunately, recursive formulae developed by 
Langenhop [16] and Schweitzer and Stewart [20] pro- 
vide tools that can be adapted to the revised simplex 
method. A key observation here is that if B(O) and 
B(-') are known, then every coefficient of (8) can be 
obtained according to 
B(k)  = (-B(O)A$))k-lB(O) = B(O)(-A$)B(O))k-l 
(1;) 
where k = 0,1, ..., and 
B(-k) = (-B(-l)A(O) k-lB(-I)  = B(-I)(-A(O)B(-l))k-l 
B )  B 
(12) 
where k = 1, ..., s. Note that the recursive formula 
(11) is the generalisation of Lemma 1 to the matrix 
case. In Section 3 we shall demonstrate that B(O) and 
B(-l) can be efficiently updated, when moving from 
one basis to another. However, we still need to  com- 
pute B(O) and B(-l) for the initial step of the asymp- 
totic simplex method. There are two solutions to this 
The asymptotic simplex method under the above 
assumptions has a finite convergence. The detailed 
proof can be found in [5]. 
The asymptotic simplex method: 
Let the initial set of basis indices B be given. 
Step 1: Obtain or update only the singular and 
the first regular coefficients of the Laurent series ex- 
pansion (8) for the inverse basis matrix AB1 ( E ) .  The 
implementation of this step is discussed at the end of 
this section. 
Step 2: In asymptotic simplex method we have to 
decide which column enters the basis. Namely, among 
the non-basic elements of reduced cost vector 
T N ( E )  := XE)AN(E)  - C N ( E ) ,  (13) 
where A(&) := CB(E)A;~ (E) ,  we need to  find such k 
that 
Substituting (8) into (13), we obtain the next asymp- 
totic expansion 
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Let us construct the following (infinite) matrix 
and denote its i-th column by pi. 
As mentioned above, the lexicographical ordering 
can be used to compare functions in the “small” nei- 
bourhood near zero. In particular, it is easy to see 
that 
argmax{rj(E)(rj(&) > O , E  E (O,c]} = 
= arglex-max{pjlpj + 0}, 
where “lex-max” is a maximum with respect to the 
lexicographical ordering and “arg lex-max” is an in- 
dex at which “lex-ma” is attained. Note that to 
compare two reduced cost coefficients ri ( E )  and rj ((3) 
for sufficiently small E we need only to check a finite 
number of elements of the vectors pi and pj .  This 
follows from the fact that T ~ ( E )  and T ~ ( E )  are rational 
functions (see Lemma 2). A practical implementation 
of the lexicographical entering rule is as follows: 
j E N  
j E N  
Set i := -s and 
a) Calculate the i-th term of the Laurent expan- 
:= 0. 
sion for the vector of simplex multipliers 
x ( i )  := cpB(i) + cg)B(i-l) 
b) Calculate the i-th term of the Laurent expan- 
sion for the vector of non-basic reduced cost coeffi- 
cients / 
(a) := X(i)A(O) + X(i-l)A(l) N - dOiC$’ - &iCN (1) 
T N  N 
where Soi and 61i are the Kronecker deltas. Let 
If ry )  < 0 for j E N ( i - l ) ,  then STOP; the current 
solution is a-optimal. If there is an index k such that 
N(-s-1) := N and N(i )  = { j  E N(i-l)lr(i) = Cl}. 
then k identifies the entering non-basic variable; go 
to  Step 3. 
c) If the algorithm does not stop and k has not 
been identified in Step 2b, and i < m + 1, then N(i) 
is not empty. Increment the index i and return to 
Step 2a to  consider the higher order approximati’on 
of TA? ( E ) .  
Remark 1 Lemma 2 ensures that if index i = m + 1 
is reached in Step 2c and N(m+l)  is still non-empty, 
then T ~ ( E )  E 0 for j E N(m+l) and E suficiently 
small. The latter implies that T N ( E )  5 0 for all E 
suficiently small, that is, the current solution is a- 
optimal. 
Step 3: Now, as in the revised simplex method, we 
have to find out which elements of the vector Y k ( E )  = 
Ail(E)uk(E) are positive for E > 0 and sufficiently 
small. Namely, we have to identify the set of indices 
P := { l I [ y k ( ~ ) ] l  > O , E  E ( O , Z ] } .  Towards this, as in 
Step 2, we first expand Y k ( & )  as a Laurent series 
and then define an auxiliary infinite matrix 
= [yp”’ (-s+l) 
1Yk , . * . I .  
Let u1 denote the 1-th row of matrix U .  Then the 
set P can be described as P = {llvl + 0) and the 
practical procedure for its determination is 
Set i := -s, B(-’-l) := 0 and P = 0. 
a) Calculate the i-th term of the Laurent expan- 
sion for Y k ( E )  
y p  = B(i)Q) + B(i-1) (1).  
uk 
b) Let Q(-s-l) := {l, ..., m} and Q(i) := {j E 
Q(a-’)I[yt)]j = 0). Add the index j E Q(i-l) to the 
set P if [ y f ) ] j  > 0. If Q(i) = 0, then go to  Step 3d. 
c) If Q(i) # 0 and i < m, then increment i by 
one and return to Step 3a. However, if the index i 
reached m, then go to the next Step 3d. Lemma 2 
guarantees that [yk ( ~ ) ] j  0, j E &(“I .  
d) Stop. At this point P is determined. 
Remark 2 From Assumption 1 we deduce that the 
feasible region for the perturbed problem is bounded. 
The latter implies that in our setting the set P is 
always non-empty. 
Step 4: Now we have to choose a basic variable 
which exits the basis, namely we have to find 
According to the previous step the functions [ Y k ( & ) ] l ,  
with I E P can be expressed as Laurent series 
[Yk(&)Il = [yp)]l  + &Q1+1 [Yk (m+l) ] I  + * * * 7  (14) 
with yI(“) > 0. Due to the non-degeneracy Assump- 
tion 2 [ x B ( E ) ] ~  can be expressed as power series with 
a positive leading coefficient 
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Then by Lemma 1 the quotient A ~ ( E )  := [ x B ( E ) ] ~ / [ Y ~ ( E ) ] I  
can also be written in terms of Laurent series 
A[(&) = E~' -~ ' (A~ ' )  + &Ai1) + c2Ai2) + ...), (16) 
where the coefficients A!') are calculated by simple 
recurrent formulae (see Lemma 1). Thus similarly to 
the previous steps the lexicographical ordering can be 
implemented as follows: 
Set i := 0. 
a) Form the set of indices corresponding to the 
maximal powers of the leading coefficients in (16). 
R(-1) := { j l j  = argm$t1 - all E P}} 
b) Calculate the (q1 + i)-th and ( t l  + i)-th terms 
of the expansions (14) ,( 15) respectively 
[ypl+i)~l = [ ~ ( q ' + i ) ] ~ ~ ~ ) + [ ~ ( q ~ + i + l )  l l ak  ( 1 )  , 1 E R(i-l), 
and 
x(tr+i) BI = [B(t'+i)Ilb(o) + [B(tl+i+l)]lb(l), 1 E R(Z-1), 
c) Calculate the i-th coefficient of expansion (16) 
i-1 
' 1  (i) - (xBl (ti+i)- C [ ~ ~ + i - j ) ] l A l j ) ) / [ y % r ) ] l ,  1 E R(Z-1) 
j=O 
d) Form the following set of indices 
R(;) := {jlj = argmin{Aji)ll E R(Z-')}}. 
If R(i) consists of a unique index p ,  then go to Step 5. 
If R(i) is not a singleton and i < 2 m  + 1, then we 
should take into account the higher order approxima- 
tion of A ~ ( E ) .  Namely, increment i by one and return 
to Step 4b. However, if i = 2 m  + 1 then choose any 
p E R(i) and go to Step 5. 
Remark 3 Again Lemma 2 guarantees that A,(&) 
A,(&), if p , q  E R(2m+'). 
1 
Step 5: Construct a new basis AB'(&) obtained 
from AB(&) by replacing up(&) with ah(&). Go to 
Step 1. 
This completes the algorithm. 
Remark 4 Note that if we know the first regular and 
the first singular terms of the Laurent expansion (8)) 
then the computation of Laurent series coeficients for  
simplex quantities A(&), X B ( E )  and Y ( E )  can be easily 
performed by the following recurrent formulae 
= AWD1, ( t )  = Dzyf-l), 
,(t) B = D2xg-1), t 1 2 ,  
yk 
and 
A(--t) = A(-t+l)Fl, Y y  = FzYL-t+l) 
x(-t) B = F2&$t+') 7 t 2 3 ,  
where D1 := -A:)B(O), D2 := -B(')A$) and 
Fl := -Ag)B(-1),F2 := -B(-l)A$). 
As in the revised simplex method, it is possible 
to update the expansion (8) for the inverse of the 
new basis matrix AB' ( E )  via the multiplication of the 
series by E(&) = [ e l ,  ..., eP-1, < ( E ) ,  ep+l, ..., e,], where 
Since the division of two Laurent series in the scalar 
case is not a problem (see Lemma l ) ,  one can easily 
obtain the Laurent series for E(&) 
J(&) = [AA, ..., - Yp--1(E) 1 -yP+l(E) -&IT. 
YP(E) YP(E) YP(E)' Y P ( E ) .  '*-.' YP(E) 
1 1 
Et & 
E(&) = -E(-t) + ... + -E(-') +E(') + ... (17) 
Consequently, the coefficients B'(k),  k = - S I ,  -s' + 
1, ... of the Laurent series for AL;')(&) can be calcu- 
lated by the following formula 
= di)B(j), k = - S I ,  -s' + 1, ... . (18) 
i+j=k 
However, we would like to emphasize that we need 
to update only the coefficients B'(-l), B'(O) by the 
above formula. The other coefficients, if needed, can 
be restored by iterative formulae (11),(12) in a more 
efficient way. The computational complexity for this 
updating procedure is given in the next proposition. 
Proposition 1 The updating procedure for terms 
B(-l)  and B(O) of the Laurent series expansion (8) 
requires O ( s m 2 )  operations, where i is  the maximal 
order of poles of the Laurent expansions for  basis ma- 
trices. 
PROOF: See [5]. 
Remark 5 If 3 << m (as can be expected in prac- 
tice), then the estimated number of operations O(Sm2) 
needed in our updating procedure could be significiantly 
less than O ( m 3 ) ,  which is required in Huang's method 
[Ill. 
Finally, we would like to present a practical modi- 
fication of the asymptotic simplex method. Note that 
the main computational difficulties can arise in Step 2 
and Step 3, if the functions rj(E) and Y ~ ( E )  are iden- 
tically zero, namely, if rj(E) = O,yl(e) = 0 for any 
E.  In this case we are forced to calculate all terms in 
corresponding expansions up to the (m + 1)-st term. 
Of course, we are interested in identifying such iden- 
tically zero elements by an efficient method. 
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One simple heuristic solution for the above prob- 
lem is proposed here. Note that if r j ( ~ )  = 0 or 
Y I ( E )  = 0 for E E ( O , E ]  then these equalities hold for 
any E E R. This fact follows from that r j ( ~ )  and Y ~ ( E )  
are rational functions of E and every rational function 
has either no zero or isolated zeros or it is identically 
zero. Therefore we can detect elements that are iden- 
tically zero not only in the neighbourhood of E = 0 
but also at any point E E R. 
For instance, choose an E* such that the basis 
matrix AB ( E * )  is well-conditioned. Then calculate 
r j ( ~ * )  and Y ( ( E * )  (now we can use directly formulas 
T N ( E * )  = X(E*)AN(E*) - C N ( E * )  and Y ( E * )  = AB1(€*) 
ah(€*)  instead of expansions). If r j ( ~ * )  # 0 and  
Y ~ ( E * )  # 0, then the functions are certainly not iden- 
tically zero. If we obtain some zero elements, then we 
should add to  E* arbitrary small variation and check 
whether this is a local zero or an identical zero. Of 
course, E* and its small variation (if necessary) are 
chosen according to the features of the specific prob  
lem. 
Finally, we propose a new precise updating for- 
mula for the a-optimal solution of the perturbed lin- 
ear program (4),(5). 
x;3(&) = xg) +&[I - E D ~ I - ~ ~ ; ) ,  (19) 
where E < min{Z, 1/11D211} and 0 2  as in Remark 4. 
Note that the above updating formula is computa- 
tionally stable even in the case of singular perturba- 
tions, since one needs to invert the matrix which is 
close to the identity. 
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